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Founded on the waterways as an early transportation hub, Chicago became a great agricultural and industrial 
center at the intersection of rail and highways. Now, as then, infrastructure drives development; the core 
infrastructure being the Internet. In today’s global knowledge economy Chicago desires to take full advantage 
of its universal-city status by virtue of the information superhighway and the digital revolution. 

 
Chicago is committed to bettering itself through the development of its digital excellence initiative by 
improving broadband, widening wireless networks, increase the number of jobs in and around the city, 
activate political participation, and enhance community. The Advisory Council on Closing the Digital Divide 
was challenged by Mayor Richard M. Daley of Chicago to “make recommendations to help ensure universal 
digital access and to improve community, educational, economic and other outcomes.” The creating of this 
preeminent universal-city will require all peoples: citizens, visitors, businesses, service providers, 
government, community organizations, students, seniors, those disabled and non-English speakers alike 
including public, private, and non-profit sectors. 

Currently, these initiatives procure to already digitally smart communities widening the internet literacy gap 
between these communities and other under-connected communities and neighborhoods. Chicago claims 
that it will improve internet literacy by initiating scaled up smart communities; otherwise, more internet 
speed, implementation of infrastructure, free Wi-Fi public parks, and policies for environmental sensing, 
spectrum research, and wireless connectivity. A respectful proposition when implemented in digital and 
economically underprivileged areas of Chicago. 

The city has prioritized 15 innovation zones to receive state of the art broadband as a launching mat for these 
efforts; most of these innovation zones are universities.  These universities likely increase Chicago’s 
reputation and economy but do not represent Chicago’s disadvantaged neighborhoods.  Placed in or around 
Chicago’s opportunity areas, these university sites marginally connect to adjacent neighborhoods.  Even when 
Chicago contributes immense funding and public workstations to disadvantaged neighborhoods, it is the 
universities that receive the most information and become more competitive leaving the community 
behind.  Thus Chicago’s demographic gap, with black, low income areas receiving the least edge in today’s 
information age, widens. 

The City, CHA, CCC, CPL, and other organizations will and ought to continue the above; however, a critical lens 
will seek to add long-term strategies to these initiatives. Long-term thinking seeks to combine digital 
excellence with other city initiatives to holistically understand Chicago’s needs and personality.  

Divvy Bikes, a Chicago bike sharing system, excels the city in multiple ways. It betters Chicagoans’ health, 
social, mobile activity, and overall quality of life. In its fourth months of official operation it has succeeded in 
popularity and has much potential to change Chicago’s mind-set.  

The global outreach of Chicago goes beyond the digital and travels fast through knowledge and experience of 
others who experience the transparently new and integrated Chicago. 

Chicago can once again become the big brother to its surrounding neighborhood and lands, promoting 
accessible, knowledge based energies at home, for play, and the work place. It is a win-win scenario: city 
officials have a good report and the people have a city system catered for all users of Chicago.  


